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EDITORIAL
CRISEA was designed to study the diverse forces that integrate
the Southeast Asian region – neoliberal economics, international
organisations, regional crises, and of course China. Its central idea
was that these forces compete in different arenas – environment,
state, economy, identity, and the Region – and pose a challenge to
ASEAN, the region’s formal integrative framework.
As the project closes, its researchers have published many articles
that confirm the relevance of this idea. Yet as CRISEA’s Final Report
indicates, the research findings go further than this: they contain
a second set of meanings that articulate a critique of our original
assumptions. Multiple forces of integration are at work in the region,
but not all of them compete, and when they do, their competition is
not always detrimental either to ASEAN or the region’s integration.
This conclusion is a key macro-level contribution of the project,
advancing our knowledge of Southeast Asia as a region. Its microlevel contributions are many and varied: details of its 59 research
projects and their publications are available in the Project Report
on the CRISEA website, where the project’s online archive may
be accessed.
Looking back on the time CRISEA was launched in 2017,
we knew that we would face many challenges, given the project’s
ambitions and its limited duration.
The originality of CRISEA was the combination of a local casestudy approach, already developed in the previous European project
SEATIDE, with economic and political analyses at the scale of
the global ASEAN framework. This combined use of macro- and
micro-level data was a key characteristic of the project, implying
a multi-disciplinary methodology, both quantitative and qualitative.
The “micro-macro challenge” was to get economists, political scientists,
development experts to work with sociologists, anthropologists,
historians or geographers… and produce common results.
Another challenge was to make these results known outside
academic circles. Adopting a “dissemination through dialogue”
approach, CRISEA engaged with government and non-government
actors, including policymakers, stakeholders, diplomats, NGOs and
journalists, through dissemination workshops and briefing sessions
held in Asia and in Europe. The project drew on its partners’ networks,
including those of the EFEO’s ten field centres in Southeast Asia,
to organise meetings in Chiang Mai, Hanoi, Jakarta, Kuala-Lumpur,
Mandalay, Manila, Yangon…, as well as the European External Action
Service in Brussels. (See the article “Dissemination through Dialogue”)
in this newsletter.

One of our objectives was to build a sustainable network of
European and Southeast Asian researchers. Strong partnerships
formed during the SEATIDE project were expanded and consolidated
with CRISEA, which actively and successfully sought to bring
emerging universities and isolated expertise into the mainstream of
Southeast Asian studies (see the article “Steep Learning Curve” in this
newsletter). It has been obviously a challenge to keep a consortium
of 13 institutions and 83 researchers running harmoniously and
productively across two continents. The quality of working relations
and cooperation with the coordination team has been decisive in the
project’s success – and everyone is to be thanked for it.
Not all has been plain sailing. The pandemic cut short some of
our field research and placed constraints on everyone’s participation
in CRISEA activities. Yet the shift to online communications allowed
us to complete and enhance our dissemination programme with
the organisation of virtual meetings, while CRISEA members’ swift
response to a call for research resulted in the publication of a set of
policy briefs on Covid-19 in Southeast Asia (see the article “Covid-19
in Southeast Asia” in this newsletter). In these ways, thanks to a
four-month extension granted by the European Commission, CRISEA
successfully snatched opportunities from the crisis.
It is more difficult to be upbeat about the crisis in Myanmar.
The prospect of state failure and civil war presents a real threat to the
country and the region. The ugly turn taken by events there seems
to wind back the clock, to a time when, throughout Southeast Asia,
violence was more commonly used to resolve political differences.
It places ASEAN in a exposed position, as it balances between its
commitment to non-interference in member nations’ affairs and its
framing role in regional and international diplomacy. It also reminds
us of both the value and the fragility of relations established through
processes of integration of all types.
Over the past three and a half years, CRISEA’s scholars have
worked together to publish high quality research on this and
other subjects relating to integration in Southeast Asia. Many more
publications are in the pipeline. This, in the end, is the project’s main
achievement: the development of a set of networks and the publication
of a body of research that contribute to building the field of Southeast
Asian Studies and enhancing the European Union’s engagement with
Asia and its role as a global actor in promoting research.

CRISEA Management Team:
Yves Goudineau Andrew Hardy
Elisabeth Lacroix Jacques Leider
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RECENT NEWS

CRISEA NEWS
BOOK LAUNCH:
CHINA IN MALAYSIA: STATE-BUSINESS RELATIONS
AND THE NEW ORDER OF INVESTMENT FLOWS
BY EDMUND TERENCE GOMEZ, SIEW YEAN THAM, RAN LI, KEE CHEOK CHEONG
On the occasion of the launch of the book China in Malaysia: State-Business Relations and the New Order of Investment Flows
(Edmund Terence Gomez, Siew Yean Tham, Ran Li, Kee Cheok Cheong), Prof. Terence Gomez held a discussion on 5 March
2021, in collaboration with the EU delegation to Malaysia. Ambassador Michalis Rokas gave a welcome note and discussants
included H.E. Andrew Goledzinowski, Australian High Commissioner to Malaysia, and Dr Richard Wayne Carney of the China
Europe International Business School. The book examines state-state relations and new forms of state business relations
that have emerged following an increase in China’s foreign direct investments in Malaysia. Focusing on investments in
the industrial sector and through in-depth case studies, it adopts a novel framework to analyse these different types of
state-business relations.

FILM SCREENING:
CHINESE GO HOME BY RACHEL LEOW
On 8 March 2021, director Dr Rachel Leow held the first screening of her film Chinese Go Home. Chinese Go Home explores
a complex historical moment between 1948 and 1953. Over 20,000 Chinese people were deported from what was then British
Malaya to China, when both countries were embroiled in war and revolution. The screening was followed by a discussion with
founder of Hikayat Bettina Chua Abdullah. The film is available on Youtube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2nw6sRY7gRI

ABOUT THE PROJECT EXTENSION:
In March 2020, the Project Management Team requested and obtained from the European Commission a 4-month extension
to the project due to the global outbreak of the Coronavirus pandemic.
All of CRISEA’s research and dissemination events were on hold during the first half of 2020 which did not allow project
members to complete their research programmes and to optimise the impact of results within the original timeframe. Luckily,
most of the field work planned under CRISEA had already been carried out in 2018 and 2019 and the last Research Workshop
which brought together almost all of CRISEA’s researchers took place in Chiang Mai in February 2020 just before the Covid-19
outbreak, therefore mitigating the impact of the epidemic on the project’s implementation.
The shift to online communications allowed CRISEA to complete and enhance its dissemination programme with the organisation
of virtual meetings, while CRISEA members’ swift response to a call for research resulted in the publication of a set of policy
briefs on Covid-19 in Southeast Asia.
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Steep Learning Curve
– CRISEA as a Challenge and
Opportunity for Emerging
European Expertise
CRISEA CONSORTIUM HAS been a mix of well-established
research institutions and emerging universities both from
Europe and Asia. For emerging universities, taking part in the
project was a severe task. As a researcher from second-tier
European university, the University of Lodz in Poland, I would
like to share with you a few thoughts on it.
First of all, for me and my colleagues, participation in CRISEA
was a real intellectual challenge. We had to collaborate with
leading scholars from all around the world, representing
different academic disciplines. Interdisciplinary research teams
have become a standard at leading universities but many
consortium colleagues were not that familiar with it, and this
made taking part in the project even more challenging because
we all had to adapt to new methodological approaches, new
terminologyies, new theories and paradigms. For instance,
in my WP “Environment”, the work undertaken by our
interdisciplinary research team from the very beginning was
quite far from our ‘safe zone’ of political science. We found
ourselves on a steep learning curve.
On the other hand, big international interdisciplinary projects
create great opportunities. Participation in CRISEA gave us a
chance not only for field research or conference attendance
but also for capacity building. I can point out at least four
dimensions to this effect:
1. Engagement in high-quality research activities gave us
a chance to improve academic standards. We could
discuss our work with leading scholars, receiving valuable
feedback and learning from them. For many people in
the project it might have been their first opportunity or
one of their first opportunities to collaborate so closely
with foreign scholars. Too often at emerging universities
international cooperation is limited – by budgetary
restrictions but also by mental barriers. CRISEA helped
to overcome both.
2. 2. Participating in the steering committee and observing
the management team work created a great opportunity
to develop research management skills. CRISEA has been
a rare occasion to see how such a big and very diverse
team of researchers should be managed efficiently.
The value of the openness to dialogue, respect paid to

all consortium members and high degree of flexibility and
patience – those are my personal “take-aways” from
this great lesson of academic management that CRISEA
has created.
3. Organizing research work in the form of interdisciplinary
WPs was mind-opening and showed the value of
transdisciplinary cooperation. For our Polish team
of political scientists this collaboration, and to some
extent confrontation, with anthropologists and human
geographers was a kind of intellectual adventure.
Now it is quite clear for us that our ‘macro’ approach
should be compliment by ‘micro’ research, focused on
case studies, showing the local effects of global trends.
We are now not only much more open to such academic
collaboration but also aware of its value.
4. Finally, taking part in the project also let us establish a
network for future academic cooperation. Thanks to the
meetings of CRISEA, we have a vast number of colleagues
from all over the world to collaborate with. Not only we
are planning future research activities, conferences,
grants and papers – we have already exercised different
forms of collaboration outside the CRISEA framework.
Our team of political scientists from the University of
Lodz have submitted a grant proposal for another project
(on food security in Southeast Asia) together with the
team of anthropologists. I had a pleasure to be a guest
teacher at the University of Hamburg, presenting my
CRISEA research. Next year I am planning a study visit,
together with my students, to our partners institution
in Asia, in frames of different project financed by the
European Commission. This is a real added value
of CRISEA and its impact on the development of
emerging universities.
Concluding these short observations at the end of our project,
I want to emphasise that when evaluating international research
projects we should look at their results in a quite holistic way.
The impact of CRISEA goes much beyond academic output in
form of publications, conferences or workshops. In the sense
of capacity building, the project's long-term impact might be
even more visible.
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THE REGION (WP5)

CRISEA Dissemination Workshop
on ASEAN's Contested Centrality

ORIGINALLY PLANNED TO BE conducted in October 2020
in Jakarta and Dili, CRISEA's last leg of the dissemination
workshop was presented virtually on 7-8 January 2021.
The first day of the workshop focuses on WP5's "ASEAN's
Contested Centrality", while the second day discussed the
challenge of COVID-19 for Southeast Asia. The digital format
yields new opportunities to engage with stakeholders and the
public and disseminate the research results at a much broader
range throughout Southeast Asia, Europe, and beyond.
The virtual format was also convened for the last CRISEA
policy briefing session with European External Action
Service (EEAS) in Brussels on Tuesday, 23 February 2021.
The briefing discussed how the ASEAN countries are dealing
with COVID-19. The brief was designed to encourage dialogue
between academics, diplomats, and bureaucrats.

WP5—THE REGION: ASEAN'S CONTESTED CENTRALITY
Sophie Boisseau du Rocher moderated the first day of the
dissemination workshop. In this session, Francoise Nicolas
delivered points about the implications of RCEP for ASEAN

and the EU. The EU needs to be more
pro-active and engage with the ASEAN
member states as an individual since
ASEAN is a valuable partner in economic
cooperation and the Indo-Pacific strategy.
Shafiah F. Muhibat discussed ASEAN
Centrality. She argued that ASEAN
centrality contributes to creating conducive
rooms for dialogue with external partners,
as seen in the ARF, EAS, and RCEP.
Relationships with dialogue partners are
conducted through three main layers:
practical, technical, and political.Contrary to
many expectations, the ASEAN Secretariat
capacity to drive ASEAN relations with a
dialogue partner is somewhat limited within
such a layered mechanism.
Dominik Mierzejewski discussed
ASEAN-China relations, especially on
how ASEAN Centrality works with China's
peripheral diplomacy and consultative
regional governance. One of the findings
includes the statement that China also
supports consultative governance in ASEAN
because Beijing considers ASEAN a form
of governance without fixed principles and
law rules. ASEAN is seen as based on
interpersonal connections and mechanism
of agenda-setting and project-oriented. Andrea Valente
highlighted energy cooperation and resource nationalism.
ASEAN is also considered as having some unique cooperative
mechanism on energy. In the future, ASEAN has to pay more
attention to reconciling nationalism and regionalism in energy
cooperation. The session was concluded by remarks from
the Ambassador of the Republic of Indonesia to the Federal
Republic of Germany, H.E. Arif Havas Oegroseno.

SOUTHEAST ASIA AND THE COVID-19 CHALLENGE
The workshop on Southeast Asia and the COVID-19
Challenge discussed the experience of some ASEAN
countries in handling the pandemic. Monika Arnez and
Tomasz Kaminski discussed city and community initiatives in
post-pandemic recovery in Southeast Asia. They highlighted
the role of rice barns (lumbung) in creating sustainable and
self-reliant food systems in rural areas. Meanwhile, in the
urban areas, the COVID-19 pandemic also changes the city
in terms of digital, social, and green transformation. Philips J.
Vermonte discussed Indonesia's experience in dealing with
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COVID-19. He argued that the COVID-19 pandemic exposes
Indonesia's vulnerabilities in various governance aspects,
including the government's slow response and half-hearted
policies, political dynamics, as well as low institutional capacity.
The pandemic also exposed the healthcare and economic
aspects of the country. Do Ta Khanh and Andrew Hardy
highlighted the impacts of COVID-19 on workers' income
in industrial zones in Vietnam. The findings of their research
include: (1) workers income has decreased considerably;
(2) workers in the garment sector have suffered the decrease
more than those in the electronics sector; (3) both male and
female workers have witnessed a decrease in their income;
(4) workers who have no qualification or lower than secondary
school degree suffered the highest decrease, while workers
with college and university degree experienced fewer impacts
on their income. Volker Grabowsky presented Cambodia's
response to COVID-19. He described how COVID-19 had hit
Cambodia's economy, mainly in the garment sectors where
most factories are suspended and closed. Grabowsky also
presented an alternative point of view which he saw that the
government tries to align with Buddhism values to eliminate
fear and educate the people about the virus.

POLICY BRIEFING WITH EUROPEAN EXTERNAL ACTION
SERVICE (EEAS): HOW THE ASEAN COUNTRIES ARE
DEALING WITH COVID-19
Moderated by Tomas Larsson from the University of
Cambridge, the policy briefing presented four case studies
on the impact of COVID-19 across multiple dimensions in
Southeast Asia. Dominik Mierzejewski (University of Lodz)
presented arguments on China's Code of Conduct (CoC)

THE REGION (WP5)

as the basis of China foreign policies towards ASEAN,
which uses a consultative governance model. While both
China and ASEAN recognises COVID-19 as the weakening
factor, CoC is counterproductive because it reflects endless
negotiation, less formal, and no enforcement mechanism.
Dennis Arnold (University of Amsterdam) demonstrated the
impact of COVID-19 in the Cambodian garment industry
with a recommendation to regulate and incentivise European
buyers' purchasing practices and how trade can enhance
open space for the freedom of association and collective
bargaining. Susanne Prager-Nyein, recaps the current
situation of COVID-19 in Myanmar by comparing Myanmar
under civilian government and after the military coup.
The coup has negatively impacted the vaccination program and
fuels disobedience movements, including healthcare workers.
Pham Quynh Phuong (Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences)
and Andrew Hardy (EFEO Hanoi) presented factors contributing
to Vietnam's success in containing COVID-19 through a
transparent decision-making process and strategy to gain
people's trust, such as community policing. Vietnam's success
has provided legitimation to the ruling communist party.
The briefing was responded to by the Vice Minister
of Foreign Affairs of Indonesia HE Mr Mahendra Siregar.
He highlighted that CRISEA's study is timely and essential
as the global political economy is shifting towards ASEAN.
The role of ASEAN in the global order was emphasised
and proposed establishing the ASEAN monitoring system or
warning unit. H.E. David Daly from the Southeast Asia Division
of the EEAS expresses appreciation to the approach on this
critical issue. The presentation is deemed to be stimulating
and positively impacted the public to digest the issue.
Medelina K. Hendytio
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WEB-DOCUMENTARIES

RESEARCH THROUGH FILMING:

An Interdisciplinary Approach to Integration

WHAT DIFFERENCE IS THERE between an ethnographic
film and a film?, asks visual anthropologist John McDougall
in 19971. The question can be extended to research-films
at large: what makes their value if compared to, let’s say,
“ordinary” visual products?
From the five web-based
documentaries that are now available on CRISEA website
comes a twofold answer.
First, because the films arise within and from a research
project, they imply discipline-based methodologies and
follow a collective hypothesis: that we can observe competing
integrations on a variety of planes in Southeast Asia.
And second, the films assume a specific theoretical position
on the visual: that what can be enquired and constructed
through filming is not merely the illustration of a research, but
a field per se.
Let me expand on this through a short genesis of
CRISEA filming plan within the five themes of the project:
the environment, the economy, the state, identity and the
region, keeping the axes of gender and migration in focus.
When we first met as a research group, in 2017,
we esteemed that it was important to explore the limits of
written scientific communication through a variety of strategies.
The researchers who came forward with a film project
1

Mc Dougall, John. 1997. Rethinking visual anthropology New Haven;
London: Yale University Press.

belong to various disciplines and communicative styles,
and the proposals were very different one from the other.
For anthropologists Monika Arnez (The flow of Sand) and
Silvia Vignato and Giacomo Tabacco (Aceh, After), as well
as for linguist Jan Van der Putten (Malay Identity on Stage
– with Alan Darmawan), filming was immediately conceived
as an on-site activity. Their shooting took place between
2018 and 2019 and the pandemics did not affect it. Historian
Rachel Leow (Chinese Go Home) aimed to investigate
micro-histories both through documents and interviews.
Finally, political scientist Sophie Boisseau du Rocher
(Competing Perceptions on Regional Integration) developed
her line with a view to dissemination through infographics,
documents and interviews. All the researchers could rely on
established networks of relationships, knowledge of local
languages as well as past fieldwork experience. They were
testing specific hypothesis through films. Of course, none
of them could exactly foresee the results of their visual
research. Monika, Silvia and Giacomo dealt with a complex
and heterogeneous space where, for example, things and
people were kept from sight or talk, as the authors then made
explicit in dedicated articles. Special Economic Zones, a longterm regional plan of development, appeared as ambiguous
arenas of political and economic contestation and turned
out, in both the Sino-Malaysian and the Indonesian case
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examined, unsuccessful. Jan engaged in a reflexive dialogue
about art and history where performances proved being ritual,
poetic and political enactment of an identity struggle related to
the Malay cultural space, to Islam and to specific movements
in Riau. Rachel met a history of exclusion and belonging which
became clear on the making through the analysis of both
local archives and family-produced documents and narratives;
she could the fieldwork part of her work just before the
pandemics started its worst striking. Sophie developed her

WEB-DOCUMENTARIES

challenging for the authors but precious but for the other
researchers as well.
Finally, it must be underlined that CRISEA films have
repeatedly circulated both in Europe and in Asia, as reported
in the project website, and are planned to be screened
and debated further in the next months. Because they are
online, they have been shown as teaching instrument both in
disciplinary courses or in Southeast-Asian programs, and will
keep on living far beyond the end of the project.

narrative line and field research during the
first, dramatic part of worldwide lockdowns
and found a way to collect interviews through
web-based platforms.
The five films brought the authors to think of
their subjects in terms of images and sounds
rather than, or on top of, words, and thus
determined their understanding of the processes
of integration examined. In direct screenings first,
and in online meeting later, the whole research
group participated in critical, interdisciplinary
reviews of tentative editings, which proved
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RESEARCH WORKSHOP

Covid-19 in Southeast Asia:
CRISEA Research

IN MID-MAY 2020, we invited CRISEA scholars to contribute
to a conversation on the Covid-19 pandemic in relation to
their research interests and concerns. The initiative sought to
encourage researchers to consider and address questions
arising in the wake of the Covid-19 outbreak in Southeast
Asia.
In the first instance, we encouraged researchers to produce
short policy briefs. In the end, the CRISEA team produced
seven Covid-19 policy briefs. No less than four of these policy

briefs described and analysed Vietnamese responses to the
disease. Andrew Hardy led and coordinated the work of the
CRISEA researchers contributing to these reports:
Ðo Tá
Khánh, Arve Hansen, Sigrid Wertheim-Heck, Pham Quýnh
Phoung, Melody Shum, and Vu Ngoc Quyên. One policy brief
by Susanne Prager Nyein described Myanmar’s response.
The Vietnam and Myanmar briefs were essentially stories of
success, describing how states and societies adapted in ways
which allowed them to keep the virus at bay.

CRISEA SCHOLARS WORKING ON
COVID-19 IN VIETNAM MEETING
AT THE EFEO CENTRE IN HANOI
(OCTOBER 2020)

The remaining two papers adopted a regional approach.
Dominik Mierzejewski and Mateusz Chatys explored the
impact of China’s Covid-19 diplomacy in Southeast Asia, with
a particular focus on the South China Sea. Monika Arnez and
Tomasz Kaminski wrote a forward-looking policy brief which
considered the potential role of cities and communities in
post-pandemic recovery. Finally, Pong Pheakdey Boramy and
Volker Grabowsky co-authored a full-length working paper
on the Cambodian government’s responses to the political
challenges and opportunities presented by the pandemic.

A selection of these
research findings were
presented at CRISEA dissemination workshops as well as a
policy briefing with the European External Action Service in
Brussels. They were submitted to the European Commission
as deliverables of the project, and are published on the
CRISEA website.

Tomas Larsson
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DISSEMINATION STRATEGY

CRISEA “Dissemination through Dialogue”
JUST DAYS BEFORE THE CRISEA project
ended in February 2021, its final event was
held online, bringing to a close a varied
programme of dissemination of research
results, organised during the second half
of the project.
This programme was interrupted by the
pandemic, but the shift to virtual meetings
in 2021 – made by the project’s partner
CSIS Indonesia, responsible for CRISEA’s
dissemination activities – allowed us to
regain momentum lost in 2020. The final
meeting focused on the pandemic itself.
Hosted in Jakarta, organised with the
European External Action Service (EEAS),
it brought together CRISEA researchers
and Indonesia’s Deputy Minister of Foreign

POLICY BRIEFING SESSION AT EEAS HEADQUARTERS IN BRUSSELS (DECEMBER 2019)

Affairs for a discussion of Southeast Asia’s
experience of the crisis with an audience
of over 40 European diplomats.
This was the one of eight Policy Briefings organized by
CRISEA. Four sessions at the EEAS’s headquarters in Brussels
were hosted by the Southeast Asia Division of the EEAS and
co-chaired by its head, David Daly. Three were held with EU
Delegations in Southeast Asia (Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, Manila)
and one was hosted at the French Cultural Institute in Yangon.
Two of the eight were online events.
There were two keys to the programme’s success. The first
lay in the process of preparation. For each event, CRISEA set
up an ad hoc team, consisting of local partners – members
of the CRISEA consortium – and the leaders of the work
package responsible for the event. Assisted by the Scientific
Coordinator, this team opened a dialogue with the respective
European agency and, after a process of consultation,
identified the issues that both sides agreed to place on
the agenda during the briefing. This ‘dissemination through
dialogue’ model was time-consuming, but it allowed us to
avoid supply-led dissemination and ensured that both sides
were invested in the content and quality of the discussion.
The second key was its choice of dissemination format.
The four meetings in Brussels and two in Southeast Asia
were short, lasting only two hours, and they were closed
sessions, aiming to maximise exchange and discussion
between the researchers and diplomats. The exception was
the event in Kuala Lumpur, where the preparation process
revealed the EU Delegation’s preference for an all-day public
format. This meeting – a discussion of economic integration

entitled “Development and Transformation in Southeast Asia”
– turned out to be one of CRISEA’s best publicised events. It
owed much of its success to the EU Delegation’s commitment
to the event, which was generated during the preparatory
dialogue with our local member of the CRISEA Consortium,
Prof. Edmund Terence Gomez of Malaya University.
In Southeast Asia, these events were organized in clusters,
with a Policy Briefing held in the same week as Dissemination
Workshops and public forums, involving stakeholders,
diplomats, NGO and social media workers, journalists, and
the general public. The project drew widely on its partners’
networks, including those of the EFEO’s ten field centres in
Southeast Asia, to organise meetings in Chiang Mai, Hanoi,
Jakarta, Kuala-Lumpur, Mandalay, Manila, Yangon…
A particular high point was the set of events organized
in February 2020, just before the pandemic put a stop to
international travel. This kicked off with a Dissemination
Workshop for academics and regional politicians (Myanmar
MPs) at the University of Mandalay, and was followed, the
next day, by a public discussion hosted at the French Cultural
Institute in Yangon on the subject “Contested Institutions and
Political Power in Contemporary Myanmar”.
Full details of the Policy Briefings and Dissemination
Workshops, including programmes, are available on the
CRISEA website and the scientific coordinator’s Final Report.
Andrew Hardy, Jacques Leider
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PUBLICATIONS

Selected Publications of CRISEA Researchers
LARSSON, TOMAS
• Tomas Larsson, “The ambiguous allure of Ashoka: Buddhist kingship as precedent, potentiality, and pitfall for covenantal
pluralism in Thailand” The Review of Faith & International Affairs, forthcoming
• Tomas Larsson, “Royal succession and the politics of religious purification in contemporary Thailand” Journal of Contemporary
Asia https://doi.org/10.1080/00472336.2020.1849775 (published online 12 December)
BOLOTTA, GIUSEPPE
• Bolotta, G. (2021 - In Press). Belittled Citizens: Cultural Politics of Childhood on Bangkok’s Margins. Copenhagen: NIAS Press
HANSEN, ARVE
• Bekkevold, Jo Inge; Hansen, Arve & Nordhaug, Kristen (2021). The Socialist Market Economy in China, Vietnam and Laos:
A development model to embrace?. Developing Economics.
• Hansen, Bekkevold and Nordhaug (Eds) (2020) The socialist market economy in Asia: Development in China, Vietnam and
Laos, Palgrave Macmillan
• Hansen, Arve (2020). Consumer Socialism: Consumption, Development and the New Middle Classes in China and Vietnam,
In Arve Hansen; Jo Inge Bekkevold & Kristen Nordhaug (ed.), The Socialist Market Economy in Asia: Development in China,
Vietnam and Laos. Palgrave Macmillan. ISBN 978-981-15-6247-1. 8.
• Hansen, Arve & Jakobsen, Jostein (2020). Meatification and everyday geographies of consumption in Vietnam and China.
Geografiska Annaler. Series B. Human Geography. doi: 10.1080/04353684.2019.1709217
DO TA, KHANH
• Do Ta, Khanh; Hansen, Arve; Hardy, Andrew; Pham Quynh, Phuong; Shum, Melody; Wertheim-Heck, Sigrid & Vu Ngoc,
Quyen (2020). Vietnam's Covid-19 strategy: Political mobilisation, targeted containment, social engagement. European
Policy Brief.
• Do Ta, Khanh; Hansen, Arve & Wertheim-Heck, Sigrid (2020). Governing Covid-19 in Vietnam: The politics of pandemic
control. European policy brief.
BOUTÉ, VANINA
• Bouté, Vanina. (2020). (ed.) La fabrique des élites en Asie du Sud-Est. Émergence, légitimation, célébration, Péninsule,
Special Issue. n°79.
• Bouté, Vanina. (2020). “Introduction. Émergences et modes de légitimation des élites locales en Asie du Sud-Est.” Péninsule
(79): 3-26. https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-03084030
• Bouté, Vanina and Rémy Madinier. (2020). “Questioning national Religious Compromises in Southeast Asia: local
accommodations and transnational challenges in Laos and Indonesia”. Projet H2020 Competing Regional Integrations in
South-Est Asia, Micro-Macro Level Paper. http://crisea.eu/publications/
ARNEZ, MONIKA
• Monika Arnez and Tomek Kaminski (2020) “Strengthening Southeast Asia’s Resilience: The Role of City and Community
Initiatives for Post-Pandemic Recovery.” http://crisea.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Policy-brief-Covid-19-Arnez-andKaminski.pdf
• Monika Arnez (2020) "Flow of Sand": The macro-micro research dialogue in a documentary on environmental impacts and
infrastructural politics in Malaysia. Macro-macro dialogue studies, 18 October http://crisea.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/
Del-2.3-Working-Paper-Macro-micro-Dialogue-Studies.pdf
• Monika Arnez (2020) On “Flow of Sand.” ARIScope, 17 September. https://ari.nus.edu.sg/flow-of-sand/
• Monika Arnez (2020) Reclaiming the Sea from the Melaka Gateway. New Mandala, 08 April 2020. https://www.newmandala.
org/reclaiming-the-sea-from-the-melaka- gateway/
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• Monika Arnez (2020) “Contested Imaginaries of the Sea.” In Middleton, Carl (ed.), Contested Knowledges of the Commons
in Southeast Asia. Research Progress report - Vignettes from the Field. Empirical Research Case Study results. http://crisea.
eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Del-2.2WP2.pdf
UFEN, ANDREAS
• Ufen, Andreas (2021), Coalitions during transition: The downfall of Pakatan Harapan in Malaysia, in: Asian Survey, 61, 2,
forthcoming
• Chambers, Paul and Andreas Ufen (2020), Causes, Effects, and Forms of Factionalism in Southeast Asia, in: Journal of Current
Southeast Asian Affairs, 39, 1, 3-16, https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1868103420916044
• Ufen, Andreas (2020), Clientelist and Programmatic Factionalism within Malaysian Political Parties, in: Journal of Current
Southeast Asian Affairs, 39, 1, 59-81
• Ufen, Andreas (2020), Opposition in transition: pre-electoral coalitions and the 2018 electoral breakthrough in Malaysia, in:
Democratization, 27, 2, 167-184
BÜNTE, MARCO
• Bünte, M. (2021). Ruling but not Governing: Tutelary Regimes and the Case of Myanmar. Government and Opposition, 1-17.
(doi:10.1017/gov.2020.38)
• Bünte. M. (2021). Myanmar`s Civil-Military Maelstrom, East Asia Forum, 5 February 2021: https://www.eastasiaforum.
org/2021/02/05/myanmars-civil-military-maelstrom/#more-328602
CAMROUX, DAVID
• “Europe rediscovers the Indo-Pacific” East Asia Forum, 23rd December 2020. https://www.eastasiaforum.org/2020/12/23/
europe-rediscovers-the-indo-pacific/
• “Asie du Sud-Est: le Covid révèle les failles politiques”, Alternatives economiques: Quel Monde en 2021, n° 120, January
2021, pp. 56-57.
• (with Hein Do-Benoit) “XIIIe congress du Parti communiste du Viët Nam: l’art de ne rien changer”, The Conversation, 10th
February 2021.https://theconversation.com/xiii-congres-du-parti-communiste-du-viet-nam-lart-de-ne-rien-changer-154662
• (with Hein Do-Benoit) “Idle Leadership at Vietnamese Party Congress East Asia Forum, 18th February 2021. https://www.
eastasiaforum.org/2021/02/18/idle-leadership-at-vietnams-13th-communist-party-congress/
• “Reconciling Indonesia’s view of ASEAN and the Indo-Pacific” East Asia Forum, 6th March 2021. https://www.eastasiaforum.
org/2021/03/06/reconciling-indonesias-view-of-asean-and-the-indo-pacific/
• “’Centralizing’ ASEAN & Indonesia; Scripting an Indo-Pacific Regional Narrative”, International Relations of the Asia-Pacific
(forthcoming)
• “Tatay (Daddy) Digong, aka the Punisher”: President Rodrigo Duterte’s Punitive Populism in the Philippines” in Alain
Dieckhof, Christophe Jaffrelot & Elise Massicard (eds) Contemporary Populists in Power, Basingstoke UK: Palgrave Macmillan,
forthcoming October 2021.
• “ASEAN’s ‘Cakeist’ Centrality: Minimum Checks, Maximum Balances”, Contemporary Southeast Asia (forthcoming TBC)

PAST EVENTS
• Dissemination Workshop 5. “ASEAN’s Contested Centrality” (7-8 January 2021)
• Dissemination Workshop 5. “Southeast Asia and the COVID-19 Challenge” (8 January 2021)
• Bangkok’s Night of Ideas, Pathum Wan District, Bangkok (28 January 2021)
• Policy Forum “The Region” (29 January 2021)
• CRISEA Final Conference (22 February 2021)
• Policy Briefing Session 5 for EEAS: The impact of COVID-19 in Southeast Asia (23 February 2021)
• Final Review (26 May 2021)
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• Dennis Arnold (University of Amsterdam)
• Michela Cerimele
• Antonia Soriente
• Giacomo Tabacco (University of Milano Bicocca)
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Portugal
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• Andreia Valente
• Nathalie Lobner
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• Michał Zaręba
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• Kristian Stokke
• Arve Hansen
• Hege Merete Knutsen
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• Tomas Larsson, Leader of WP3
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• Rachel Leow
• Natasha Pairaudeau
The University of Chiang Mai, Thailand:
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• Manoj Potaponh
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Indonesia:
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• Vidhyandika D. Perkasa
• Shafiah F. Muhibat
Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines:
• Jayeel Serrano Cornelio, Co-leader of WP4
• Filomeno Aguilar
• Lisandro Claudio
• Leonardo A. Lanzona
• Marissa Maricosa Paderon
The University of Malaya, Malaysia:
• Edmund Terence Gomez, Leader of WP2
• V.G.R. Chandran
• Evelyn S. Devadason
• Nathalie Fau (CNRS-CASE)
• Danny Wong Tze Ken
Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences, Vietnam:
• Pham Quynh Phuong, Co-leader of WP3
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